Introduction
Now you can kart like never before! Super Sonic Racer takes you on a wild journey that encompasses four
unique worlds. You get to choose from twelve over-the-top characters and vehicles that range from driving as
the local pizza dude to driving as an alien on a high-tech, electric-powered superbike from the year 2400!
So, go ahead and strap yourself in, this is going to be a wild ride!
SETTINGS
Use ‘SETTINGS’ if you want to adjust the “SFX volume“ and/or the “Music volume“

PLEASE NOTE: Controls can be found at the end of this manual.

Track and Tournament selection
If you finished first, you are the winner. After winning four races in a world, the next world will unlock.
Ocean World
In this world you will race through a fantastic underwater environment.
The Ocean World is a living planet that is entirely covered in water.
Trash World
Have you always wondered where that garbage you throw away each week has been going? The answer is
Trash World.
Game World
This game-themed world is a blast to race in, and it is no wonder so many drivers fly in to partake in the
competitive races.
Nightmare World
It’s dark, creepy, slimy, scary; It’s everything that you can (but don't want to) imagine.
Only the bravest of all racers make it this far, but it takes a Supersonic Racer to win.

Characters
After track selection, you will proceed to the character and vehicle selection screen.
You can choose your character by pressing the left and right arrows on your keyboard. There are 4 characters
available when you first begin your quest. To unlock more racers, you must win at least two races.
Twelve over-the-top wacky characters and vehicles are available in this game.

Per Vertigo

Profile:
Name:
Per-Vertigo
Vehicle:
Green alien lawnmower.
Background: Participates in the race in search for fame, money, girls, and because he's the fastest
lawnmower-driving grasshopper in the world.
BOTER’D

Profile:
Name:
Boter’d
Vehicle:
Flying turbo truck made out of scrap.
Background: Since finding, selling and building something out of trash is a way of life for Boter’d this violent
racing tournament is the perfect way to find loads of trash! Boter''d usually drives behind other competitors,
waiting for them to crash.
Sluggy

Profile:
Name:
Sluggy
Vehicle:
Amphibious spacecraft. Looks a bit like a toilet seat.
Background: As a true explorer, Sluggy has interest in almost everything, especially exciting, strange
happenings.

D-Kay

Profile:
Name:
D-Kay
Vehicle:
Floating, organic and mysterious craft that seems to be powered by self-created electricity.
Background: D-Kay claims to be the race champion for 100 straight years ranging from 2300-2400. He
travels back in time in hopes for better competition.

Crit

Profile:
Name:
The Crit
Vehicle:
Floating, evil squidlike vehicle that can grab on to others.
Background: The Crit is looking for a new, challenging host.

Angel

Profile:
Name:
Angel
Vehicle:
Super-sonic police cruiser.
Background: Police officer of the decade.

Otaxia

Profile:
Name:
Otaxia the taxi driver
Vehicle:
A supercharged Yellow Cab
Background: Winning the race of races will earn him so much money that he can finally buy the car he always
dreamed of! His tactics, experience, and abilities to deliver people on time, will lead him to victory and fame!

Byte

Profile:
Name:
Byte
Vehicle:
A monstrous monster truck with submarine elements.
Background: Being a mechanic, Byte wants to show that his 'baby' is the ultimate vehicle. The only way to
prove this is to win the tournament.

Fikkie

Profile:
Name:
Fikkie
Vehicle:
A heavy firetruck from the sixties.
Background: Fikkie participates in this race for the sheer fun of it.

Pizzadude

Profile:
Name:
Pizza Dude
Vehicle:
An aggressive looking quad.
Background: Winning this race will earn Pizza Dude enough money to buy his own Pizza Restaurant.

Ilya

Profile
Name:
“Spaceman little” Ilya
Vehicle:
A kart-sized 'spaceshuttle-L'
Background: Ilya is an explorer, looking out for all that is odd.

Mac Gunnik

Profile:
Name:
Mac Gunnik
Vehicle:
A kart made by hand.
Background: Mac Gunnik is a car design professor at GUU (Game University of the Universe)

Pick-Ups
There are six different pick-ups you can obtain. Your character can only carry one pickup at a time. Before you
can collect a new one, you have to use your old one!

Speed Boost
Gives you an instant nitrous boost.

EMP (Electro Magnetic Pulse)
Slows down everyone around you for a few seconds.

Homing Missile
Shoot the characters in front of you. Once locked, your opponent
gets hit every time!

Straight Missile
Shoot the characters in front of you. This makes sure that your
opponents will have a difficult time steering to the finish line.

Mine
A mine will be dropped on the road. Once an opponent drives over
a mine they have a big problem.

Shield
This shield will protect you against the incoming missiles, mines
and EMPs from your opponents.

In-Game Controls

Ctrl
B

Accelerate

R

Respawn
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Speed Boost

Brake
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Use Pickup/Fire Missile
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Shield

Turn Left/Right
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Fire Heat Seeker Missile

Speed Boost
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Drop Mines

Look Back
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Electric Shock Field

